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Allow Independent Road-testing (AIR)’s core mission

‘To help reduce the negative impacts of vehicle emissions

in the short and long term.’ 

Implementation commenced:

1. Initial focus is to enable NOx solutions for today and into the future 

2. Comparative, realistic and repeatable CO2 data 

3. Cabin air quality and health exposure ratings that can be trusted  



The AIR Index ratings for vans
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The AIR Index ratings for latest cars
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Stretching carbon dioxide reduction targets

• Fleet average CO2 95g/km 2021 target 

• CO2 actually increased after Dieselgate

• Future 37.5% reduction even tougher

• But gap has closed rapidly in 2020

• Due to BEVs and PHEVs

• Are the reductions real and robust?
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Origin of plug-in hybrids

• Positioned as the “best of both worlds”

• Much of efficiency of BEVs without the range anxiety

• Most journeys are <5km so can mostly be electric

• No utility compromise

• Much smaller batteries

• Bigger CO2 reduction with battery material scarcity
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Best of both worlds – typical advertising
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The issue: Schrӧdinger’s Car

• PHEVs are both good and bad until they driven

• Performance is not mainly inherent in the vehicle

• Instead, it depends primarily on driver behaviour

• Unlike traditional powertrains

• Traditional labelling and type approval values are unsuitable

• For ICEs, CO2 in urban tends to be a third higher than on the motorway

• For PHEVs, CO2 ranges from near-zero to higher than ICE equivalent
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Real-world test results from 37 PHEVs

• Engine-only mode 2-3 times the certification values

• Real-world CO2 emissions as high as 299g/km in urban driving without charging

• Virtually zero emissions with short journeys and charging
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Lifecycle emissions – share on battery is crucial

• PHEVs are worse than ICEs if never charged up

• But better than BEVs if always charged up

• WLTP implies 73% of miles on battery vs perhaps 37% in reality
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Market distortion

• Crucial threshold of <50g/km to be classed “ultra low emissions vehicle”

• Retail subsidy, but only if range is >70 miles

• WLTP underestimates real-world emissions for fleet average emissions calculations 

• Exaggerated further by supercredits for next three years

• For company cars, benefit in kind difference: ~42% for diesel vs ~14% for PHEV

• Vehicle Excise Duty first year : £870 (175g/km diesel) vs £0 for PHEV
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Labelling problem
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Solution?

• Show electric-only range and empty-battery CO2 on label

• Base taxes and subsidies on real-world emissions

• Incentive for owners to drive on battery, penalty on engine

• Calculation of fleet average CO2 on actual share of driving on battery
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Conclusion

• Not the best of both worlds, despite the advertising

• Better than BEVs AND worse than ICEs!

• Market distorted by regulation and taxation

• New approach to labelling required

• Consumers need appropriate incentives

➢ Without changes, PHEVs are too high risk
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